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Future mobile systems tend to become open systems with many different providers for services as well as for conten
over, location-based services are often predicted to become so-called killer-applications for future mobile communicat
tems. Current research projects, e.g. [1], even aim at publicly providing spatial information which enhance the express
of location information. Thus, the danger for privacy increases. Regarding this scenario, it is obvious that protection o
privacy is of great importance for the acceptance of such systems and that today’s trust model of mobile systems (GS
no longer be applicable.

It will become necessary, that users can appear under several virtual identities (VID). A VID is the "view" of a system
vice on a particular user, i.e. a pseudonym as identifier possibly augmented with additional information, e.g. credentia
payment system. By using several VIDs the user will be able to tune his level of anonymity and may separate his da
into several contexts, that can be known to others. In order to insure this separation of contexts, it is of great importance
hibit linking of different VIDs of one user, which could be derived from unique or even identifiable application data as w
by data of communication systems. It is, e.g., possible for attackers to link two VIDs if they use the same IP-addres
same time. Thus, it is necessary to hide the IP addresses of communication peers. In the remainder of this article a sy
that will be outlined.

Regarding communication of a client to a server, several systems exist to hide the client’s (i.e. the sender’s) IP address
focusing on WWW browsing, e.g. [2], [3]. Nevertheless, these systems do not provide anonymity of the recipient (reg
the server as recipient of the client’s request). So if a service, e.g. a notification service of stock news, is contacting a
will see the IP address of the VID’s device. Although there are systems which principally can provide anonymity of the
ient, e.g. anonymity of a Web server that receives http-requests [4], there is no system known to the author, that is desi
anonymity of the recipient and that can be used in systems sketched above, in which VIDs have to be protected. There
have designed a system for communication setup in both directions - client initiated and server initiated - that hides
addresses of both participants. It is possible to contact (virtual) identities by their fixed pseudonym and it is possible
instances to change their IP addresses for flexibility purposes. The communication partner does not even see the sub
VID’s IP address which would already shrink the anonymity group and therefore could lead - together with other inform
known about the VIDs - to the linking of VIDs.

A changing IP address and a fixed identifier (here: the pseudonym) for communication setup are the typical elemen
mobility management framework, like Mobile IP. Therefore, our idea was to combine the anonymity management w
mobility management, which can principally be achieved by two approaches. The first approach is to modify the m
management and, e.g., to augment Mobile IP regarding anonymity properties. The second approach is to start with an
management and augment it with mobility properties. The latter one is the way we chose because of easier implemen
a prototype serving our needs of message exchange. Nevertheless, there are no obvious reasons that would prevent
mentation of our approach on the IP layer, thereby supporting more applications.

For concealing the IP addresses, there must principally be a proxy in the communication path between the peers. As
solution with a single proxy-system of one provider is not feasible because of too much knowledge of this proxy-syste
necessary to have many proxies of different providers. The pseudonyms of one user are distributed on different
Regarding mobility management, this would in a first approach increase the number of parties, knowing the client’s cu
addresses and would be a contradiction to the principle of data avoidance and data economy. Therefore, a client’s IP
may only be known by the proxies if it is in fact needed, i.e. in case of communication. This is achieved by splitting up
address in several shares, which are stored on several proxies. In case of a communication request, these shares mu
bined by one proxy to compute the IP address. In order for proxies not to know the IP address forever when they hav
bined it once, the address must change in certain time intervals. In our Scenario, this is given by mobility of the client

As many different proxy providers are necessary, attacks of proxies must be considered. An attack of a proxy could be
tend communication to the client for a long period of time. Thus, it would know the client’s IP address during this w
period. That attack is defeated by using a credit system for combining the shares. If a proxy’s credits are consumed, i
longer get the shares from the other shareholders and it is another proxy’s turn to provide communication to this
Thereby, it is possible to define a maximum trace of IP addresses known to a single proxy.

In means of application of our system, the IP addresses are completely concealed to the communication peers. Additio
trace of IP addresses known by a mobility management unit (here: a proxy) is limited, which is an advantage cons
Mobile IP, in which the trustworthy Home Agent always knows the IP address of the client. The system designed to
proxy’s knowledge was principally shown to be deadlock-free by modelling it as a petri net and subsequent analys
implemented a prototype for proof of concept and showed the principal functionality of our system. Future work w
focused on availability as well as evaluation of an IP layer solution.
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